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FORGIVENESS IS 
REMEMBERING TO 

FORGIVE AGAIN

Our emotions are real. Our feelings are real. Some memories aren’t  
 erased by time. As human beings we naturally and often reflect 

on our past. We think back to certain times. Smells, colors, the sound 
of someone’s laugh, songs, movies, reruns of old shows, shifts in the 
weather, dates on the calendar, holidays, passing cars, certain foods, 
landmarks throughout the city all remind us of different points in 
our lives. Our memories spark, becoming our personal time machine, 
transporting us back. These memories are at times happy, draping us 
with joy. At other times they are hard or hurtful, reminding us of the 
pain we once felt. We never know when exactly something in our life 
will trigger these feelings.

For these moments that are hard, these times when past scars reap-
pear, it becomes pertinent that we find ways to control the weight 
of these feelings. Our joy deserves our protection. We deserve to be 
happy. Isn’t that why we’re here? When we reflect on the moments 
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that taught us valuable lessons, we face a natural challenge to separate 
the emotion that we felt at that time from current emotions. The tex-
tures of our memories are layered with the elements of that time. We 
remember what the weather was like. We remember what we had on. 
We remember where we were coming from and where we were headed. 
We know who was there and who said what. We remember the causes 
that shifted the course of the situation. We remember the moments 
falling like dominos. The habits of our thought patterns place us right 
back in the moment, as if we were reliving it all for the first time.

When it comes to dealing with these hard times that were caused by 
others, especially when it’s caused by those closest to us, it’s a journey 
to find it in our hearts to forgive. Words are thrown at us that forever 
stick to our spirits. Hateful things are said that echo in our minds. We 
began to believe the lies, the judgmental acts, and the doubts of others. 
We become what others think until we can forgive and let it go. But 
letting go is hard. We lose precious time trying to figure out why so 
and so would do this to us. What did I ever do to him? Why would she 
do that to me? Those are the questions that are bounced between the 
pain in our hearts and the logic in our minds. We just want to under-
stand. But trying to understand may be our biggest crime. Tarrey 
once told me, “What others think about you is none of your 
business.” 

I believe that’s true. It isn’t any of my business what you think. Every-
thing isn’t meant for me to understand. What you think about me is your 
opinion—knowing that it’s important that we don’t take things so per-
sonal. What I think about me is mine, my business. Trying to understand 
why you don’t see things the way I do is a waste of time. And often we 
miss out on the next opportunities trying to figure out the ones behind us.

When my cuz told me that I needed to forgive to release myself of 
the heavy pain I was experiencing, I realized that forgiveness starts in 
the heart. It starts with creating the life you want for yourself. Who 
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are you really and what does that include? Does your true self want to 
stay in a place of anger, rage, sadness, or misery? Do you love living 
in that state? Is it your dream to remain in the shadows of depressing 
times or do you want to dance in the sun? Who are you?

We forget to take the time to consider what may have pushed peo-
ple to the point they are at. We don’t think about the hurt or traumas 
they may have encountered. I’ve found that most people don’t want to 
worry others with their problems. Some are ashamed of what they’ve 
been thru. Some are guided by pride that won’t allow them to touch 
on certain feelings. Folks become very guarded not knowing how to 
cope with their pain. Whatever the case may be, people are imperfect 
human beings. We all make mistakes. We’ve all been hurt.

Pain can intoxicate us like most drugs, causing us to do things and 
say things that we didn’t really mean. We’ve all done it. We’ve all felt 
the guilt and regret of the negativities we’ve spewed out. We’ve all been 
pushed by our anger. We’ve all made off-balance decisions that we feel 
remorseful about later. When we calm down, we clearly see everything 
that we could have done differently. We know that we weren’t in our 
right minds. We know we weren’t our true selves. We know our actions 
didn’t meet our intentions.

Becoming aware of who you are, remembering to have compassion 
for others, and not taking things personally still presents a challenge 
when it comes to forgiving. Forgiveness is an exercise. The act of for-
giving becomes physical. It becomes a physical task. It’s heavy and it’s 
hard, like pushing two-ton stones uphill. Finding the strength and 
the courage to clean the slate of your own newly formed judgments 
is hard, but it’s something that you are capable of doing. You have the 
power to let go. You have the ability to exercise your love.

When you remove the negative emotions.
When you let go of the anger.
When you let go of the hate.
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When you let go of the fear.
When you let go of feeling disappointed.
When you let go of expectation.
When you let go of your self-pity.
When you stop feeling sorry for yourself.
When you muscle up and let go, you take back your freedom that 

heartache locked away.
You were put here for a reason. It’s important that you remember 

your significance and not let anyone interrupt your walk. I know my 
path has been interrupted time and time again ’cause I allowed the 
pain of others to hurt me. Hurt people hurt people, and we’ve all been 
hurt. We’ve all hurt someone we’ve loved. We’ve all hurt someone we 
haven’t known. But my intention is never to hurt anyone. And I’m 
sure my dad’s intention wasn’t to hurt me. His actions may not have 
matched that but neither have my imperfect acts toward others.

Like the saying goes, “Don’t judge the speck in my eye without see-
ing the log in yours.” We all make mistakes. We all will make more. 
The key is not to judge but to focus on your purpose. Despite what 
anyone may have done in the past, you’re still standing. You’re still 
able to move forward in your life. You are still awarded with the abil-
ity to dream, create, and find happiness. But in order for us to find 
these joys, we have to forgive. And when the mechanics of our mind 
flash back to yesteryear, we have to remember that  .  .  .

Forgiveness
Is
REMEMBERING
To forgive again,
And again,
And again,
And  .  .  .
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JIM RICHARDS’S BAG

One of the toughest parts about my dad’s passing was having the  
 responsibility of helping clean out his apartment. I didn’t want 

to deal with this kind of burden, but when Aunt Christine called 
and asked for my help, I knew I couldn’t leave her to do it on her 
own. It was only days after my dad, her brother, left the graces of this 
world, and it had to be done before there were any issues or additional 
charges from the landlord. Not wanting to procrastinate, my aunt and 
Uncle Charles drove down from Milwaukee, and I headed over to my 
dad’s to meet up with them.

There I was, back at the doorstep of my reunion with my dad, when 
I walked up those stairs and fearfully pushed the black rectangular 
doorbell, not knowing what to expect, his brown door slowly open-
ing to reveal an old man of a father whom I had missed like life itself.

This time, he wasn’t there to greet me. Instead, here I was standing 
alone, overwhelmed with the significance of that past memory. It felt 
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so odd, like I was in The Twilight Zone. It didn’t seem right that he 
wasn’t here to say, “Hey, son.” Hearing those two simple words would 
have felt like heaven in that moment, but the empty space filling the 
doorway felt like hell instead. I was furious and regretful for not being 
more proactive after we had reconnected.

Why hadn’t I called? Why didn’t he call?
Gripped by my guilt, I zoned out, spaced out.

I felt lost, unsure of what to make of 
this!!!madness . . .   this sadness.

When I got inside, my aunt and uncle were already handling the strain 
of the task. They had boxes handy for my dad’s belongings, a broom 
and dustpan handy for sweeping up, and a roll of Hefty bags handy 
for everything else. In a state of grief, Auntie was working steadily to 
handle the toughness of the moment.

Not wanting this to last any longer than it had to, I jumped right 
in and began clearing things out. The one-bedroom apartment was 
small, and my dad didn’t have many belongings, making the cleanup 
easier than expected. There were clothes, some pictures, address 
books, a few lamps, and other little knickknacks. My aunt told me 
I could take whatever I wanted. This was my inheritance, my legacy. 
My!dad had worked his whole life, but there weren’t many signs of 
that. I! could sense the magnitude of loneliness he must have felt. 
I!wished I had been there for him.

As we cleaned, I came across things that painted a clearer picture 
of who my dad was. Every youthful photo or image of him or his fam-
ily made me smile. In each shot I could see the love and pride. I could 
see his joy, his personality shining thru. His clothes were another sign 
of that. The old-school gear, the nylon shirts, the turtlenecks, the pat-
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terned ties, the hard-bottomed shoes, the bell-bottomed slacks—all 
were significant of his generation’s style, which he had plenty of.

Among the small fortune in memories there was one thing that 
stood out, a burnt-orange leather satchel with a metal clasp and 
shoulder strap. The midsize bag was cool and looked like something 
I would rock myself. Curious to see what was inside, I unlatched 
the hook, caught a whiff of that classic cowhide smell, and lifted 
the!flap.

The inside of the flap was branded with a Motown logo. Wow, how 
cool is this? A bag from Motown, I thought, wondering who might 
have given him the bag, which of the many stars he might have met in 
his radio days. Michael, Stevie, Marvin, Diana, Smokey?

I dug into the bag and pulled out a handful of cassette tapes with 
my dad’s handwriting on them, all along the lines of this:

KBWH (Good) 8/9/85 Master–Jim Richards AIRCHECK.
They were some of my dad’s work. In the radio world, an aircheck 

tape is a demo of a disc jockey’s voice and talent—commercials, voice-
overs, introductions of songs, and other past work—a vocal resumé.

Once upon a time, I created one for myself when I was looking to 
do some radio work. It made sense he’d have them, but I’d never seen 
them before, so finding them now was like learning something new 
about him. To find that I had traveled a similar path as my dad was 
mind blowing. More important, I had something to remember him 
by. After years of not hearing his voice, I held tapes that would house 
his voice forever. I had struck gold. My dad would live on thru his 
work. Work that he obviously carried with him everywhere he went, 
another sign of his love for music. All that was left of his career was 
this bag that he held on to like a photo of a loved one. The years, the 
hours, the dedication, the dreams, the life passions, and the desire to 
be great had dwindled down to ten cassette tapes…simple samples of 
my dad’s gift.
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Burnt-orange,
Leathered,
Scorned by chances lost,
This dream deferred,
Preferred to be heard beyond the belly of this bag.
Over his shoulder he carried his dreams,
But looked over his shoulder and watched his back.
Back when life was ahead of him,
Ahead of him were brick walls that were too tough to break down.
Every person breaks down.
We forget to put the brakes down.
We don’t stop,
We go faster,
We crash in the city,
Sleep on our potential.
It could all be so simple,
But we complicate things,
Seasons change but we stay the same.
Different strokes for different folks,
It’s sink or swim,
Now that I’m older I get him,
Maybe because I’m related to him,
Standing there with my heritance in hand I related to him,
I jumped in this bag and raced back in time,
Listening to every line, 
Every chime,
The smell of old leather engulfed my spirit,
Brought me closer to history,
His gift was written on the walls of his heart,
His voice spoke reflecting his love,
His passion was evident,
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Relevance was discovered,
Uncovered by technology,
Recordings that housed this gift,
His presence was felt in each inflection,
Each style that was exercised showed his versatility .  .  . 
He was boxless,
Limitless,
A talent dancing with potential,
Audio credentials that soothed my mental.
My moment was enhanced by this inheritance, 
The love and the shortcomings,
Long-term effects affected him,
Haunted by a past that didn’t translate into the future he  

dreamed of,
He let the dark side strike him down so he could live on,
He lives on thru this sweet memento  .  .  .
Airchecks that remind me to check the air,
Listen for his voice,
His guidance,
I feel his smile in his style,
I feel his smile in my style,
Flavor that I got honestly,
Honestly I see where I get it from,
A chip off the old block,
An apple of the same seed,
Desires cut from the same creed,
Same cloth,
We’re getting chewed on by the same moth,
Battling the same demons,
Working on remembering my confidence, my gifts, my beliefs,
My dreams speak,
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SCREAM,
Drowning out the spiked noise,
Our joys will live,
Will heal  .  .  .
Will build the bridge of this legacy that hate tried to burn down,
You can’t burn this down,
From father to son  .  .  .  from son to father,
Love conquers all,
Time and the clarity of your voice speaks volumes, 
Letting me know that this amplified love heals all  .  .  .
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POETICALLY INCLINED

Becoming an adult, being hit with the responsibilities of maintain- 
 ing a livelihood and realizing that you have to deal with grownup 

issues can at times be frustrating as hell. We all have our ups and 
downs, we all have our challenges, and for me writing became the 
release I needed when dealing with the strains of stress. Like breath-
ing it became a necessity. It allowed me to scream when there was no 
one there to listen, when no one wanted to listen, or when I didn’t 
want to weigh someone else down with my problems.

You see, art for the soul is like food for the body; we need it. If 
we don’t eat, we wither away and die. But if we constantly feed on 
the tensions of life without trimming the fat, we suffer from the side 
effects of our stressful obesity. We lack energy; we drag, become dis-
eased, depressed with what we’ve become, leaving us feeling ashamed 
to look in the mirror. We fall out of love with ourselves, no longer 
liking what we see. The pain that goes unreleased eats away at us like 
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cancerous cells, dulling our senses and our ability to connect to our-
selves and others. We need to cleanse ourselves, wash our bodies and 
detox our internal systems.

I need that release.
You need that release.

We all need that release.

Poetry is my safety net, my great escape, so I decided to do just 
that, to escape in the diverse dimensions of my words. I decided to 
escape to the comfort of my world. I wanted to lose myself, even if it 
was just for a moment. I desperately needed this break from reality, so 
I packed up and made a detour to Lake Michigan.

One of my favorite places in the world has always been a manmade 
peninsula on the South Side of the lake called the Point. Whenever I 
needed to breathe, whenever I needed to slow down, think, meditate, 
pray, this is the place where my heart would take me. It’s my peace, 
my piece of the city that calms me down. Looking out onto the water, 
I’m instantly overtaken by the beauty of God’s creation. It’s beautiful, 
a breath of freshwater air that slows me down and helps me focus.

There on the east side of Lake Shore Drive, the water meets a 
rocky limestone edge. Moving inward you come to a concrete walk-
way, giant cement blocks also perfect for sitting and lying, and a stony 
staircase that leads fifteen to twenty feet up to the trees and the city 
park’s paved walkway. The walkway wraps around a huge field. There 
you’ll find folks having picnics, getting married, having cookouts, 
running, going for walks, flying kites, enjoying their dates, or just 
hanging out and relaxing. The view of downtown, the skyline, and 
the lake is priceless. It’s perfect.

It’s inspirational, and I yearned to be inspired, so I headed there 
with the quickness. I knew what I was feeling was more than a want. 
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I needed to express myself the same way I need food, water, and a 
roof over my head. Expression is my oxygen, and in that moment I 
needed to breathe. I needed to exhale my hell. I needed to let it all go. 
So with a pen and pad in my hands, an early sun shining down on 
me, seagulls soaring thru the sky, and squirrels cautiously hopping 
by, I did just that. For the next ten minutes, in the center of that field, 
I walked in circles, pacing, venting, regurgitating every emotion my 
spirit had been forced to consume, watching the words spill onto the 
page, as I speed-wrote whatever came to mind. I needed to write.

So I did.

I NEED to Write  .  .  .
I need to sit my black narrow behind down and write.
Yeah, the hustle got me hustlin’,
But I’m muscling myself out of time for me,
Well what about me I ask?
What about the stories that I need to tell?
I need to write.
’Cause can’t nobody do it for me,
Can’t nobody document my inspirations the way I can,
Can’t nobody compliment my aspirations the way I can,
ONLY I CAN,
ONLY I CAN,
ONLY I CAN,
So I NEED to write.
I need to gather up some words and write,
I need to gather up some thoughts and write,
I need to write,
’Cause I’m tired of hearing the same ole pieces,
I know y’all tired of hearing the same ole pieces,
’Cause the same ole pieces got the same ole problems,
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But I got new problems,
Mo’ problems,
Problems have changed,
Problems have rearranged,
This homeless cat asked me for some money,
But got mad at me ’cause I ain’t got no spare change.
I need to write.
Me and my girl been arguing,
I need to write!
My boy told me that I need to take it to the next level,
I need to write!
My pops died and it’s hard dealing with it,
I need to write!
I know y’all can’t wait for the book,
I need to write!
They done stole my hooptie,
I need to write!
The cops said I fit the description,
I need to write!
My little brother got mugged by some grown thug,
I need to write!
You’re talking about me behind my back,
I need to write!
I ain’t got it no mo’?!
I need to write!
My ex tried to do my boy,
I need to write!
The weather been actin’ offly funny,
I need to write!
It’s time to take Jesus off that cross,
I need to write!
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Cops killin’ brothers,
Cops killin’ sistas,
Free Mumia!
I need to write!
Oh, so I’m gay ’cause I don’t want to get with you?!
I need to write!
They were taking good care of that lil Cuban boy,
What about the shorties in the projects?
I need to write!
You sayin’ I’m bogus cause I didn’t come to yo event,
’Cause I was tired,
I need to write!
I distinctly remember asking for six wings with mild sauce,
Why is it I only have four?!
I need to write  .  .  .
I think about writing in third person,
’Cause the first is hurtin’,
Life is a job and the verse is workin’,
My soul’s rehearsing for when the lord pulls the curtain,
Words are words,
So maybe it’s your actions that’s doin’ the cursin’ .  .  .
I need to write!
Just yesterday it was illegal for me to write,
Where’s my pen at?
I NEED TO WRITE!

Live performance of I Need to Write
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